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PANCONTINENTAL OIL AND GAS NL 

More Legs Than a Millipede – Mbawa Imminent 

Pancontinental Oil and Gas Limited (“Pancontinental”, “PCL”, “Company”) is on 

the threshold of drilling at the first of potentially four company making wells over 

the next 12 months. The Company will retain a 15% (largely free carried) 

working interest into the drilling of the giant 1 billion barrel potential Mbawa 

prospect, on the L8 permit offshore Kenya, scheduled for spud in early August. 

The upside potential for PCL from this well alone is in excess of 169cps. If we 

assume 20% chance of success, this results in a risked valuation of 34cps. 

L10A / 10B – Two Wells H1 2013 

Possibly less obvious, and overshadowed by the impending action at Mbawa, is 

the likely drilling at the BG operated L10A and L10B blocks. Exploration on 

these has been fast tracked, with drill ready prospects likely by late Q3 2012 

and up to two wells possible in H1 2013. Existing 2D seismic and early 

processing of recent 3D suggests the presence of Mbawa sized analogue 

structures as well as other large leads in different plays.  

The Company also has a 40% interest in Block L6 where 3D seismic is 

scheduled to commence shortly. 

Mbawa South – Near Term Followup to Mbawa 

Additionally, Apache has recently completed 3D seismic over the Mbawa South 

prospect, which anecdotally is of similar potential to Mbawa. We expect that 

any encouragement at Mbawa would result in near term drilling at Mbawa 

South. PCL’s farm-out agreement with Tullow would see them largely free 

carried (up to US$6m) at a 10% working interest in a second well on L8. 

Namibia – Drilling by Others Nearby Plus Possible Deal Flow 
We are also aware that HRT has contracted a drill ship for a 180 day drilling 

program offshore Namibia, which should commence in Q3/4 2012 and will 

include drilling in permits adjacent to PCL’s large, 85% owned, holding in the 

Walvis Basin. Peers in adjacent acreage have released independent estimates 

for prospective resources of many billions of barrels of oil. PCL’s acreage is the 

epicentre of interpreted localised oil seeps, identified by satellite imaging of 

surface slicks. A recent farm-in by BP to Serica Energy provides confidence 

that PCL could farm-out its acreage on similar terms, if it chooses to do so. 

Once in a Decade Opportunity 

PCL could have direct exposure to up to 4 wells offshore East Africa and 

indirect exposure to up to 2 wells offshore Namibia over the next 12 months.  

Whilst offshore Kenya has not been tested by drilling in recent times, the Lamu 

Basin is considered a “sister” basin to the Rovuma Basin where the discovery 

rate to the south, in Tanzania and Mozambique, has been a staggering 90% 

over the last 24 months (18 from 20 wells).  

It is rare to see a junior exploration company with this much exposure to drilling 

in what are considered highly prospective basins on world class sized 

prospects. For investors that understand risk / reward, this is a once in a 

decade opportunity to get exposure to upside potential of ~$8 per share. The 

Company is fully funded for all foreseeable drilling activity, with ~$60m in cash. 

In a success case, management and insider holdings in excess of 25% will 

guarantee that any takeover will not come cheaply. 

We rate Pancontinental as a Speculative Buy with a price target of 33cps. 

Hartleys Limited ABN 33 104 195 057 (AFSL 230052)             141 St Georges Terrace, Perth, Western Australia, 6000 
Hartleys does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the firm may have a conflict of 

interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL is an ASX listed (PCL.AX) oil and gas explorer with 

a focus on offshore Africa. The Company has interests in 4 permits offshore Kenya 

and one large permit offshore Namibia, arguably two of the hottest oil and gas 

exploration areas globally.  

PCL’s strategy has been to acquire early stage interests in areas that it believes 

are oil prone rather than gas prone. The assets offshore Kenya and Namibia both 

have a strong geological oil story, including the presence of oil slicks. Solid 

geological modelling of the depositional environment indicates oily source rocks 

that are buried at the right depth to be generating oil and excellent reservoir quality 

has been indicated by historic wells at both areas. When these ingredients are 

coupled with very large prospect sizes, it is only a matter of time before drilling 

occurs. 

East Africa is in its third round of drilling in the last 2 years, with outstanding 

success – 18 successful wells from 20 attempts (14 of these are exploration wells). 

PCL’s billion barrel Mbawa prospect will be drilled in August this year and is on 

trend to the gas discoveries to the south; however, it will be the first prospect to be 

drilled that is specifically targeting oil.  

Namibia has just entered its first round of drilling after a ~20 year hiatus with 4-6 

wells planned over the next 12-18 months. Given global success rates are >20% 

using modern techniques, we would expect one of these wells to be a discovery, 

which would significantly re-rate all Namibian acreage. There is now very little 

acreage left offshore Namibia, so industry players wishing to gain exposure must 

deal with existing owners. We have seen several transactions over the last two 

years with the HRT takeover of UNX for ~US$700m as well as the recent farm-in 

by BP to Serica Energy (SQZ.LN). The transaction metrics indicate look through of 

roughly $1m per percentage point in each block (i.e. PCL’s 85% interest has a look 

through valuation of ~US$85m). Pancontinental is yet to acquire and reprocess 

existing seismic or to start acquisition of new seismic. We believe that part of the 

reason for this is the potential to farm-out these commitments on favourable terms 

to a highly regarded oil and gas international. 

HRT has recently contracted a drill ship for a 180 day program that will include 

drilling in permits adjacent to PCL’s acreage, beginning in Q3/4 2012. 
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KENYA (PCL 15%-40%) 
PCL has four blocks offshore Kenya: L8 (PCL 15%), L6 (PCL 40%), L10A/L10B  

(PCL 15%). These can be seen in Fig. 1 below.  

Fig. 1: Kenya – Partnered for Drill ing 
 

 

 

Source: Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL 

There have been only four wells drilled offshore Kenya, three of these (drilled 

between 1978 and 1985) had gas shows and one also encountered oil inclusions 

(Maridadi 1). The last well to be drilled, by Woodside Petroleum Ltd, tested an 

outboard deepwater geological play, which proved to be invalid (Pomboo 2007). 

The recent spate of success to the south, in Tanzania and Mozambique, has 

prompted increased industry interest in Kenya, with all blocks now dominated by 

large international oil companies. PCL secured its interests early, having entered 

the country in 2002, and is now one of the last juniors with any exposure to the 

drilling expected over the next few years. The first well will be drilled by Apache on 

the billion barrel plus potential Mbawa prospect on L8 in August 2012 (PCL 15%). 

L8 (PCL 15%*, subject to additional 5% farm-in option to Tullow) 
L8 is best known for the billion barrel Mbawa prospect that will be drilled in Q3 

2012. The prospect has multiple potential horizons and has strong seismic 

indicators showing what looks like gas-over-oil-over-water at its primary target. 

Sea bed pock marks near the edge of the mapped structure coincident with 

surface slicks also provide additional evidence of oil. The same technology applied 

with stunning success offshore Tanzania and Mozambique has been applied at L8. 

The geological evidence for the right ingredients for an effective oil kitchen with 

good quality reservoir is compelling. It is largely based around the restricted 

depositional environment for sediment sourced from the Tana River. The 

restriction occurred during continental separation and also due to several 

basement highs on the flanks of a large coastal trough into which the river flows.  

This has potentially created the right environment for oil generation. The trend is 

significant for all of PCL’s permits (see Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 2: Pockmarks Coincident with Oil Slicks 

  

 

Source: Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL 

Fig. 3: Flat Spots and Stacked Pay Have Partners Excited  

  
 

Source: Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL 
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Until recently, little attention has been heeded to follow up potential on the permit; 

however, a recent 3D seismic shoot by Apache over Mbawa South has highlighted 

that even just indications of hydrocarbons in Mbawa have wider reaching 

consequences. Volumetric estimates of the potential for Mbawa South are likely to 

be announced around the same time as the drilling for Mbawa. 

Fig. 4: Mbawa and Mbawa South 

  
 

Source: Ophir Energy Plc 

Fig. 5: Strong Geological Argument for Hydrocarbons 

  

 

Source: Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL 

L10A / L10B (PCL 15%) 
PCL was recently awarded an interest in Blocks L10A and L10B as part of a 

bidding consortium with BG, Premier and Cove. The two blocks are operated by 

BG who has “fast tracked” exploration on the permits, having completed 2D and 

3D seismic already. Drillable prospects are expected by Q4 2012. Historic 2D 

seismic over the permits has indicated large structures. The potential for an active 
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petroleum system is also supported by the geological model as well as oil seeps at 

Pemba Island, just across the border into Tanzania.  

Fig. 6: Many Different Play Types, Fast Tracked 

  

 

Source: Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL 

Whilst it is difficult to guess the intentions of a large company like the operator, 

BG, we interpret that a drilling decision on L10A / L10B is largely independent of 

the result at Mbawa due to the multiple play types. This means that, in our view, 

drilling by BG at L10A/L10B is likely in 2013, earlier rather than later. 

L6 (PCL 40%) 
L6 is located adjacent and to the north of L8 and contains several large, 2D 

defined prospects. The Joint Venture, with operator FAR Ltd (60%), is scheduled 

to commence 3D seismic over the two most advanced prospects in two weeks with 

a view to farm-out prior to drilling in 2013. 

Farm-out was contemplated prior to 3D acquisition; however, retaining increased 

leverage through the drilling of Mbawa will provide more upside to shareholders in 

the event of success. 

The Kifaru Prospect is the largest of the identified targets in Block L6 and is 

located in 80-100m water depth. We estimate the Kifaru may have potential for up 

to 1 billion barrels of oil, although 3D seismic is required before better volumetric 

estimates are known. Target reservoir is interpreted to be ~2,000m below the 

mudline and we estimate that a well may cost ~US$40m on a dry hole basis (not 

including mobilisation / demobilisation costs). 
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Fig. 7: Kifaru Prospect 

  

 

Source: Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL 

Regional Activity 
The table below illustrates the increasing pace of deal flow offshore East Africa, 

and in particular Kenya, with recent takeovers, such as Cove Energy by Shell or 

PTTEP (US$1.8b pending) and Dominion by Ophir (US$186m). In addition to this, 

several farm-outs have also been completed. 

Fig. 8: Three Takeovers in Six Months, Not Many Targets Left  
 

 
 

Source: Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL 

The regional discovery history has been astonishing, with 14 new field discoveries 

in the last 24 months. This has been driven largely by the use of modern 

acquisition and processing techniques for 3D seismic. The margin has always 

been considered gas prone and this has been part of the reason why exploration 

activity has lagged behind that of West Africa, which tends to be more oil prone. 

Whilst it is not reasonable to apply this discovery rate (90%) to PCL’s Mbawa 

prospect, the same technology has been used and similar signatures have been 

observed on the seismic.  
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Fig. 9: Regional Discovery History – 14 in last 24 months 

Well/Field  Company  Location Description 

Windjammer / 
Barquentine (4) 
/ Lagosta 
 

Anadarko, 
BG, Cove 

Mozambique 30tcf, flow tested at 90-100mmcf/d restricted 
 

Ironclad Anadarko, 
BG, Cove 

Mozambique 38m net oil and gas pay, first liquids 
discovery offshore East Africa 
 

Tubarao Anadarko, 
BG, Cove 

Mozambique 1.5tcf, new play type to previous  discoveries 
(Eocene) 
 

Pweza, Cheza, 
Chawa, Jodari 
 

Ophir/BG Tanzania ~7tcf, four from four discoveries 

Zafarani Statoil, 
Exxon 
 

Tanzania 5tcf in place 
 

Mamba South, 
Mamba North 
(2) 
 

ENI, KoGas  Mozambique 30-50tcf 

Ngamia Tullow, 
Africa Oil 

Kenya Onshore, 20m net oil pay 

    

Source: Hartleys 

NAMIBIA, EL0037 (PCL 85%) 

Due to the excitement surrounding the many discoveries offshore East Africa and 

the upcoming drilling at Mbawa in Kenya, we believe that the significance of PCL’s 

Namibian acreage has been largely overlooked by the market. 

PCL acquired its acreage position in early 2007, well ahead of a major land grab 

by industry that has increased the value of its permit. EL0037 is very large, 

covering three blocks in the Walvis Basin, and is 17,295km
2
 in area. Water depth 

ranges from 0 to 1,500m and the permit contains several different play types. As 

with the Kenyan blocks, there is a strong geological argument for the presence of 

oil as opposed to gas. The work commitments for the next two years are minimal; 

however, there is a chance that PCL may fast track these on the back of a farm-

out. 

Fig. 10: Deal Flow Heating Up Ahead of Drill ing 
 

 

 

Source: Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL 
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To us, Namibia presents an opportunity similar to that of East Africa prior to the 

resurgence in drilling 2 years ago, which led to unprecedented success. Obviously, 

it will be hard to duplicate an 80% success rate; however, by just keeping in line 

with global success rates for frontier areas using modern techniques, there is likely 

to be at least one discovery offshore Namibia over the next 18 months (assuming 

5 wells and probability of success of 20%).  

The figure below shows some of the recent activity, including the farm-out to BP by 

Serica Energy Plc, drilling commencing by Chariot and an independent estimate of 

potential resource adjacent to PCL’s acreage by Eco Atlantic Oil and Gas Ltd (7.8 

billion barrels). Serica is listed on AIM (SQZ.LN) and is capped at ~US$100m, 

whilst Eco Atlantic Oil and Gas Ltd is listed on the TSX and is capped at 

~US$60m. 

Fig. 11: Recent Activity, Including Current Drill ing by Chariot  
 

 

 

Source: Pancontinental Oil and Gas NL 

Fig. 12 illustrates part of the geological argument for the presence of oil, which 

includes analysis that indicates present day oil maturity for Aptian aged source 

rocks that are located in a graben that runs through PCL’s permit. This is further 

backed up by surface seep analysis by HRT that shows a strong coincident 

localised concentration that marks a “bullseye” in the middle of the Pancontinental 

permit. 
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Fig. 12: Oil Story – Seep Concentration Bullseye on PCL Blocks 
 

 

 

Source: HRT, Pancontinental 

Note the low number of wells offshore Namibia (8 outside of the Kudu Gas Field) 

and the incidence of oil and gas shows. One of these was drilled on PCL’s block 

but deemed to be off structure. Oil shows and excellent reservoir were 

encountered. With the aid of modern 3D seismic and more drilling, the likelihood of 

commercial discoveries in the region is considered high.  

Fig. 13: Historic Results – Oil Shows and Reservoir Proven 

  

 

Source: UNX 
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VALUATION 
Valuation of exploration in frontier areas is subject to quantitative measures such 

as potential size of prospects as indicated by seismic and also qualitative 

measures such as probability of success (“POS”). Global average frontier 

exploration success rate pre-2000 is ~10%; however, since 2000, advances in 

technology have increased this to almost 20%. 

A substantial amount of work has been done, particularly over the Mbawa 

Prospect, including modern 3D seismic with advanced processing and 

interpretation techniques. The recent farm-ins by Tullow and Apache, both of 

whom have an excellent exploration track record, indicates that there is a high 

level of prospectivity. A drill ship has been contracted for drilling in August 2012. 

We have adjusted our assumed POS based on work done to date to de-risk the 

prospects. We have taken a conservative line on POS by comparison to global 

success rates. 

We have used a notional value per barrel of A$10, except in Australia and L8 

where we have used A$15 per barrel. Volumetric assumptions for Mbawa are 

based on PCL estimates, the remainder are our own estimations. We have also 

made assumptions regarding post farm-out working interest on each of the permits 

where farm-outs are pending. 

The result is a risked valuation of 43cps, with unrisked upside potential of 768cps. 

This does not include any followup potential at other prospects / leads in each 

block. 

Fig. 14: Exploration Valuation 

Permit / 
Prospect / 
Interest* 

Net 
Recoverable
Potential* 

NPV per 
Unit (A$) 

POS Risked 
Value 
(A$m) 

Risked 
Value 
(cps) 

Un-risked 
Value (cps) 

L8-Mbawa 
(15%) 

128 million 
barrels 
 

A$15 per 
bbl 

15% A$289m 25.4cps 169cps 

L8 – Mbawa# 
South (10%) 
 

45 million 
barrels 

A$15 per 
bbl 

5% A$34m 3.0cps 59cps 

L6          
(20%) 

83 million 
barrels 
 

A$10 per 
bbl 

5% A$70m 6.2cps 124cps 

EL0037           
(30%) 

390 million 
barrels 
 

A$10 per 
bbl 

2% A$78m 6.9cps 343cps 

10A        
(15%) 

750bcf 
 

A$0.5 per 
mcf 

2% A$7.5m 0.7cps 33cps 

10B        
(15%) 

750bcf A$0.5 per 
mcf 

2% A$7.5m 0.7cps 33cps 

       

       

Aus-Baniyas 
(20%) 

5 million 
barrels 

A$15 per 
bbl 

5% $4.8m 0.3cps 6cps 

       

Total 900 million 
barrels (oil 
equivalent) 

  A$489m 43cps 768cps 

Source: Hartleys, *post farm-out, #50% extends into L9 
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PRICE TARGET 
Based on our experience with other junior oil and gas explorers and their historical 

market performance versus speculative resource potential, we believe our 

valuation is reasonable. If PCL can gain deeper penetration in capital markets 

outside of Australia and deal flow in its areas of operations continue at the current 

pace, then our valuation of 48cps (including cash and overheads) may be 

achieved prior to the drilling of Mbawa. Market conditions, oil price and other 

factors will need to be favourable for this to occur. 

Consequently, our price target is a 30% discount to valuation, which takes into 

account size and liquidity discounts that are common to all smaller companies. 

This results in a 6-month price target of 33cps. 

INVESTMENT THESIS & RECOMMENDATION 
Pancontinental’s strategy of early entry into oil prone frontier areas is starting to be 

given recognition in the market; however, we believe that this is only the 

beginning. Industry interest typically precedes the stock market by 12 months or so 

and we have seen a strong increase in industry interest in PCL’s main core areas, 

offshore Kenya and Namibia in recent times. 

In Kenya, PCL has farmed-in arguably the best African explorer of the last decade, 

Tullow Oil Plc, and will be largely free carried through drilling of the 1 billion barrel 

plus Mbawa prospect. Timing has now been finalised by operator, Apache, with 

the contract of a drill ship, which (subject to completing current operations) is 

scheduled for spud in August 2012. The value uplift for PCL, in a success case, 

exceeds 10 times return on investment based on Mbawa alone. If Mbawa South 

and its other permits are taken into account, this multiple is much higher. It is likely 

that share price appreciation will occur in the lead up to the drilling, given the 

upside potential. 

In Namibia, the Company has a large Exploration Licence in an area that is 

deemed prospective based on studies done by PCL and also by regional 

neighbours. Overseas markets are valuing explorers in Namibia on high multiples 

despite few wells being drilled. This is due to interpreted geological similarities 

between Namibia and Brazil, where large discoveries have recently been made. 

Recent deal flow has also re-rated the value of PCL’s acreage. Drilling of up to 6 

wells over the next 18 months, starting late 2011, could re-rate PCL’s acreage 

significantly. 

We rate PCL as a Speculative Buy with a 6 month price target of 33cps. 
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KEY ASSUMPTIONS / RISKS 
Our valuation methodology is based on risked value of resource potential using notional in ground valuation and 

conservative estimates for probability of success. This methodology results in Net Asset Value of 40cps. 

Our price target is a qualitative discount to our valuation based on market cap, liquidity and takeover premium. In 

PCL’s case, this discount has been estimated at 25% resulting in a price target of 30cps. 

Fig. 1: Commodity price assumptions  

 

Source: Hartleys, Bloomberg 

Fig. 2: Key assumptions and risks for valuation  
Assumption Risk of not realising 

assumption 

Downside risk to 

valuation if 

assumption is 

incorrect 

Comment 

Exploration Risk Moderate-High Moderate-High Oil and gas exploration is more likely to fail than 

succeed so risk is high; however, the high discovery 

rate offshore East Africa provides some mitigating 

factors in the form of successful application of modern 

techniques. 

Schedule Risk Low Low-Moderate Now that the drill ship has been contracted for drilling 

of Mbawa and drilling has commenced in Namibia by 

Chariot, there is high visibility to catalysts that could 

significantly re-rate the Company. 

Funding Risk Low Low-Moderate PCL has $60m in cash and is fully funded for the 

foreseeable future.. 

Valuation Risk Low Low-Moderate Our exploration valuation includes a risked metric 

based on prospect sizes.  It assumes that the market 

will recognise a portion of potential value before the 

results of a well are known.  In most cases, we include 

~10% of potential prospect value in our 

valuations.  However, this may increase or decrease 

depending on the type of well drilled and confidence in 

the prospect 

Conclusion             We believe the assumptions we have used have a low-moderate risk of not being achieved, which would 

have a moderate impact on our valuation.  

 

SOURCE: Hartleys 
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Ben Crossing Snr Mgr – Corp.Fin. +61 8 9268 3047 

Stephen Kite Snr Mgr- Corp. Fin. +61 8 9268 3050 

Scott Weir Mgr - Corp Fin. +61 8 9268 2821 

Grant Sanderson Mgr – Corp Fin. +61 8 92683066 
   

Registered Office 

Level 6, 141 St Georges Tce Postal Address: 

Perth WA   6000 GPO Box 2777  

Australia Perth   WA   6001  

PH:+61 8 9268 2888 FX: +61 8 9268 2800  

www.hartleys.com.au info@hartleys.com.au  

Note: personal email addresses of company employees are 

structured in the following 

manner:firstname_lastname@hartleys.com.au 

Hartleys Recommendation Categories 

Buy Share price appreciation anticipated. 

Accumulate Share price appreciation anticipated but the risk/reward is 

not as attractive as a “Buy”. Alternatively, for the share 

price to rise it may be contingent on the outcome of an 

uncertain or distant event. Analyst will often indicate a 

price level at which it may become a “Buy”. 

Neutral Take no action. Upside & downside risk/reward is evenly 

balanced. 

Reduce / 

Take profits  

It is anticipated to be unlikely that there will be gains over 

the investment time horizon but there is a possibility of 

some price weakness over that period. 

Sell Significant price depreciation anticipated. 

No Rating No recommendation. 

Speculative 

Buy 

Share price could be volatile. While it is anticipated that, 

on a risk/reward basis, an investment is attractive, there 

is at least one identifiable risk that has a meaningful 

possibility of occurring, which, if it did occur, could lead to 

significant share price reduction. Consequently, the 

investment is considered high risk. 

 

Institutional Sales   
Carrick Ryan  +61 8 9268 2864 

Justin Stewart  +61 8 9268 3062 

Simon van den Berg  +61 8 9268 2867 

Chris Chong  +61 8 9268 2817 

Simon Andrew  +61 8 9268 3020 

Veronika Tkacova  +61 8 9268 3053 

Wealth Management 
Nicola Bond  +61 8 9268 2840 

Bradley Booth  +61 8 9268 2873 

Adrian Brant  +61 8 9268 3065 

Nathan Bray  +61 8 9268 2874 

Sven Burrell  +61 8 9268 2847 

Simon Casey  +61 8 9268 2875 

Tony Chien  +61 8 9268 2850 

Travis Clark  +61 8 9268 2876 

Tim Cottee  +61 8 9268 3064 

David Cross  +61 8 9268 2860 

Nicholas Draper   +61 8 9268 2883 

John Featherby  +61 8 9268 2811 

Ben Fleay  +61 8 9268 2844 

James Gatti  +61 8 9268 3025 

John Georgiades  +61 8 9268 2887 

John Goodlad  +61 8 9268 2890 

Andrew Gribble  +61 8 9268 2842 

David Hainsworth  +61 8 9268 3040 

Neil Inglis  +61 8 9268 2894 

Murray Jacob  +61 8 9268 2892 

Bradley Knight  +61 8 9268 2823 

Gavin Lehmann  +61 8 9268 2895 

Shane Lehmann  +61 8 9268 2897 

Steven Loxley  +61 8 9268 2857 

Andrew Macnaughtan  +61 8 9268 2898 

Scott Metcalf  +61 8 9268 2807 

David Michael  +61 8 9268 2835 

Damir Mikulic  +61 8 9268 3027 

Jamie Moullin  +61 8 9268 2856 

Chris Munro  +61 8 9268 2858 

Michael Munro  +61 8 9268 2820 

Ian Parker  +61 8 9268 2810 

Ian Plowman  +61 8 9268 3054 

Margaret Radici  +61 8 9268 3051 

Charlie Ransom 

(CEO) 

 +61 8 9268 2868 

Brenton Reynolds   +61 8 9268 2866 

Conlie Salvemini  +61 8 9268 2833 

David Smyth  +61 8 9268 2839 

Greg Soudure  +61 8 9268 2834 

Sonya Soudure  +61 8 9268 2865 

Dirk Vanderstruyf  +61 8 9268 2855 

Alex Wallis  +61 8 9268 3060 

Jayme Walsh  +61 8 9268 2828 

Marlene White  +61 8 9268 2806 

Samuel Williams  +61 8 9268 3041 

   

   

Disclaimer/Disclosure 

The author of this publication, Hartleys Limited ABN 33 104 195 057 (“Hartleys”), its Directors and their Associates from time to time may hold 

shares in the security/securities mentioned in this Research document and therefore may benefit from any increase in the price of those 

securities. Hartleys and its Advisers may earn brokerage, fees, commissions, other benefits or advantages as a result of a transaction arising 

from any advice mentioned in publications to clients. 

Hartleys has completed a capital raising in the past 12 months for Pancontinental Oil & Gas NL (“Pancontinental”), for which it has earned fees. 

Hartleys has provided corporate advice within the past 12 months and continues to provide corporate advice to Pancontinental Oil & Gas NL , 

for which it has earned fees and continues to earn fees.  

Any financial product advice contained in this document is unsolicited general information only. Do not act on this advice without first consulting 

your investment adviser to determine whether the advice is appropriate for your investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. 

Hartleys believes that any information or advice (including any financial product advice) contained in this document is accurate when issued. 

Hartleys however, does not warrant its accuracy or reliability. Hartleys, its officers, agents and employees exclude all liability whatsoever, in 

negligence or otherwise, for any loss or damage relating to this document to the full extent permitted by law. 


